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Extricating Reading Science from entrenched 

Anglocentrism, Eurocentrism, and Alphabetism

and Embracing Global Diversity: A Personal Journey



Outline of the talk

• A personal journey and cautionary tale

• Anglocentrism 

• Eurocentrism and Alphabetism

• Embracing global diversity: A new multi-
dimensional perspective on writing systems

• Summary and conclusions



A personal journey

• Growing up in the monolingual Anglophone bubble

• Academic Socialization in the Anglocentric Bubble. 

• First Steps Outside the Anglophone Bubble. 
• PA is not a linear/alphabetic string-of-beads view

• Fluency important not accuracy

• Anglocentricities paper (Psych Bull, 2008)







Anglocentrism

The extreme ambiguity of English 
spelling-sound correspondence has 
confined reading science to an insular 
Anglocentric research agenda addressing 
theoretical and applied issues with only 
limited relevance for a universal science of 
reading and literacy. 

Share, 2008, Psychological Bulletin



• Coltheart-Baron Dual-route theory

• Accuracy versus fluency

• Oral versus silent reading 

• Phoneme awareness

• When and how we teach reading

• Definition & diagnosis of RD/dyslexia and the 
“wait-to-fail” model

• Stage models of reading development

• ……..and more

The many Anglocentrisms….











Majority of humanity do not learn to read 
in an alphabetic writing system and even 
most users of alphabets are neither native 
English-speakers nor speak an Indo-
European language.



Another obstacle: 
Eurocentrism and Alphabetism

Many Western scholars – (Gelb, Havelock), 
assume that alphabets are most 
advanced/superior/optimal. 

Share, 2014, Frontiers in Psychology







Alphabetic bias evident in….

• Omission of “. . .in English”  qualifier in 
journal article titles. 

New Whiz-Bang+++ Model of Reading”. . 
. in English?

Only English has universal applicability?



Alphabetic bias evident in….

• Unqualified generalizations about reading 
“across languages” and/or “across 
orthographies” in papers that refer 
almost exclusively to English or to 
European alphabets (e.g., Ziegler & 
Goswami, 2005)



Alphabetic bias evident in….

• Even the most authoritative texts on the 
psychology of reading (e.g., DeHaene, 
2009; Rayner et al., 2012) continue to 
espouse Gelb’s outdated views about the 
history of writing. 



• “The history of writing suggests a clear 
evolutionary trend...These systems 
evolved to syllabic systems and finally to 
alphabetic systems….Such an evolutionary 
argument suggests that alphabets are 
fitter (in the Darwinian sense)….” Rayner 
et al., 2012, pp.46–47). 



Alphabetic bias evident in….

• Implicit or explicit acceptance of Gelb’s 
long-discarded evolutionary (uni-
directional) theory of the history of 
writing in leading texts on reading 
development aimed at educators. . . 



“ Taking the final step toward the 
creation of true alphabetic writing system, 
the Greeks assigned a symbol to each 
consonant and vowel of their 
language…In many ways, the individual 
development of the children who are 
discovering the alphabetic principle in 
English writing recapitulates human 
history (Moats, 2000, p. 82-83)



Alphabetic bias evident in….

• Reference to non-alphabetic systems as 
imperfect or defective (DeHaene, 2009;  
Rayner et al., 2012) 



Alphabetic bias evident in….

•The use of alphabetic terminology (e.g., 
letters, graphemes) to describe and label 
the functional architecture (and even the 
anatomical brain structures) of reading 
(“letter detectors,” “letter-box area”, 
“universal letter shapes”, DeHaene, 2009) 
purported to be universal in reading.







Current frameworks for 
describing writing system 

diversity highly alphabetocentric

• Orthographic Depth and 

Psycholinguistic Grain Size Theory: 

deeply entrenched in Anglophone and 
Eurocentric/alphabetocentric

perspectives 

• Each promote a one-dimensional view of script 
variation, namely, spelling–sound consistency. 

Daniels & Share, SSR, 2018



Ten Dimensions of Writing 
System Diversity                         

Share & Daniels, WSR, 2015; Daniels & Share, SSR, 2018 



I. Linguistic distance

Spoken/written divergence

Dimensional, graded continuum

Extreme case Bilingual context, 

learning a totally unfamiliar, unrelated 
language (e.g., Africans speakers learning to 
read in English or French)



Diglossia

• 2 distinct (low-prestige and high-prestige) 
varieties of the same language exist side 
by side in the same speech community, 
used for different purposes



Dialect and register variation

Phonology

• February /februweriy/ versus /febyuweriy/
החתול

Lexicon

• Discontinue/stop

Syntax

passive versus active

Discourse structures



II. Spatial arrangement: 
Multi-linearity and non-sequentiality

• Diacritics very common

German   Mütter

Ifè          lákṹ-kã

Arabic…





Non-sequentiality

Devanagari  णी ⟨ṇī⟩ णण ⟨ṇi⟩



Hierarchical nesting 



III. Visual uniformity, 
distinctiveness and complexity

Hebrew        פכבךדרםסןוז

Armenian ե է  զ գ  ը դ  թ բ

Tamil           அஉஇ

Thai             ข ฃ ฆ

Visual complexity slows identification speed  

(Chang et al., 2016; Nag et al., 2014; Pelli 
et al. 2006)



IV. Historical change: 
Retention of historical spellings despite 

pronunciation change

Living languages constantly change

Orthography altered occasionally, if at all

The upshot…..

• over time, pronunciation is constantly

“drifting” away from spelling.

• This “drift” major cause of

depth/inconsistency/irregularity



IVa. Spellings same, pronunciations 
different

• bough/cough/dough/through/tough

all once rhymed



IVb. Pronunciations (now) same, 
spelling different 

• meat/meet/mete 

originally pronounced differently, 
pronunciations now merged



V. Spelling constancy despite 
morphophonemic alternation

• 〈house⟩ /haws/ becomes /hawz/ when 
pluralized, but spelling retained 〈houses⟩



VI. Omission of phonological 
elements

Hebrew & Arabic 

all consonants written but not all vowels

מספר creates extensive homography

English stress not marked, 

contráct (v.) cóntract (n.).

(African tone languages, many lack of tone 
marking, serious ambiguities)



VII. Allography

English 〈A/a/ɑ⟩

Arabic initial, medial, final & separate 

بـبـبـبـ /ba:ʔ/,  عـعـعـعـ /ʕ/

Chinese reduced form of radicals when used in 
semantic-phonetic compounds 

水‘water’ often takes the form氵in 
compounds 汁 zhī ‘juice’



VIII. Dual purpose letters

Arabic & Hebrew ⟨〉و ū/w  אהוי

English 〈h⟩ doubles as a diacritic in the 
digraphs 〈ch ph sh th wh⟩



IX. Ligaturing



X. Inventory size
“contained-extensive” (Nag) 

“orthographic breadth” 

• Phoneme-based scripts 20-50 (upper and lower-
case)

• Syllable-nested compound aksharas, Korean 
syllable blocks, several hundreds

• Morpheme-based Chinese radicals (~200), 
phonetics (700-800), Japanese Kanji 2000



Conclusions

• Avoid ethnocentrism in all its forms

• One size (spelling-sound consistency) does not fit all 
writing systems. 

• Multidimensional framework implies that writing system 
complexity is a unique combination of dimensions

• Relinquish generalizations from any single orthography

• Exercise extreme caution applying Anglophone theories 
and findings to other languages and writing systems. 
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Thank you!
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